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Chapter 3 
Modelling and Simulation 
Modelling is a very useful approach to understanding an object or a system without the 
need of having it presents in real life. Engineers used it frequently as basis for their 
simulations of almost everything they have stumbled upon as it is indeed the best way to 
properly solve a problem. Modelling is where all the theories and principles taught in classes 
became useful, not in the form of sentences of words, but as their mathematical equations. 
Each case will require a different set of theories and assumptions in order to come out with 
the best mathematical modelling. A good modelling will give a simulation results almost 
similar to the real life data, while a bad one with a false applied theory can cause a 
catastrophe. And as the failure to model a small UAV has the least damage, it has been the lab 
rat for many researchers and engineers from different field of expertise, but mostly 
aeronautics, to run their simulation on real platform. ' 
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3.1 Methodology 
There are already quite a number of modelling and simulation examples available in 
the internet but they always find their way to differ from each other like those explained 
earlier in literature review. Even though it is best to include all the theories mentioned in the 
journals, one should always remember to set the constraints of the system so that the 
modelling will not be a pain in the neck. Imagine an undergraduate mechatronics student, who 
has zero experience in flying a quadcopter, tries to model it for the first time -it should be a 
system with the least disturbances. The same goes for this project. This project will cover on 
the modelling of an indoor flight only. Indoor flight means that the observed system will 
have wind disturbance at the lowest value and therefor can be neglected. Another reason that 
favors the selection of indoor flight is the higher risk of injuring people as there is a 
possibility that the quadcopter might "fly away". This problem is a well-known problem that 
happens when a UAV does not receive any control input from the pilot. There is no downside 
in having the constraint of an indoor flight, only that when implementing on real platform, the 
space will be too small for a vehicle with six degree of freedoms to move around. 
Just like a helicopter, quadcopter can hover, aileron, elevate, and yaw. These 
movements can be combined to perform some crazy acrobatic moves and are the reason why 
flying UA V is such an exciting hobby. However, it is not recommended to do all that when 
flying indoor as the walls are the only destination the quadcopter will be heading to before 
sending each of its part to all comer of the room separately. Knowing this means that the 
quadcopter is allowed to perform hovering only and that is what the simulation will be 
focusing on. Other movements can still be simulated but will be of no use as there is no real 
life data to compare with. But this does not imply that the quadcopter will have only one state, 
which is the throttle state, because it will still need to play with the pitch and roll angle in 
order to stabilize the hovering. Even without wind disturbance, instability still exists as each 
of the motors will have different rotating speed which will produce different amount of thrust 
at each end of the arms. 
Based on the reviewed papers, most of them use the same mathematical approach. The 
equations of motion are described using ordinary differential equations (ODE) derived using 
Newton-Euler method. In robotics, there are several other methods for the derivation and 
besides Newton-Euler, Kane's and Lagrangian methods are also among the most common 
ones. Applying the Newton-Euler method requires that force and moment balances be applied 
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for each body taking in consideration every interactive and constraint force. It is indeed 
comprehensive as a complete solution for all the forces and kinematic variables are obtained 
but can also become inefficient when only a few of the system's forces are needed. 
Lagrangian formulation or Lagrange's Equations is a method that only concerns on the forces 
that perform work. The parents for the equation of motion are the kinetic and potential energy 
of each link of the system. From there, the scalar Lagrangian must be obtained by 
differentiating the scalar of the energy function and this is the part of the method where things 
get more complicated for a large multibody systems. In the other hand, Kane's method 
combines all the good features from both Newton-Euler and Lagrange methods without the 
disadvantages. With the use of generalized forces, the need for examining interactive and 
constraint forces between bodies is eliminated. Since Kane's method does not employ the use 
of energy functions, differentiating is not a problem. The differentiating required to compute 
velocities and accelerations can be obtained through the use of algorithms based on vector 
products. Kane's method is proven an elegant solution to develop the dynamics equations for 
multibody systems when it is used by Ronald L. Huston in 1990 many of his researches on 
large multibody dynamics systems8• But a quadcopter is always considered as a small 
multibody system. The propellers are fixed pitch, the motors are fixed mounted on the body, 
and there is no other moving parts except the four rotating propellers. Hence, just like all the 
modelling papers on quadcopter, this project will also be using the Newton-Euler approach. 
Once the mathematical modelling is done, the next step would be the simulation. All 
of the derived equations would be of no good staying on papers only because they are not the 
end product. There are still a lot of parameters to be defined and it should already be 
considered as a millennial sin if one tries to simulate it manually using just a pen, calculator, 
and graph papers as it would be too tedious, time-wasting, and opened up to all sort of error 
that could possibly happen. Only through computer simulation can the system be observed 
and analyzed properly. To do this, the mathematical modelling must first be translated into 
programming language before running it on a simulation software. And today there are 
already many simulation software available such as MATLAB, ANSYS, CATIA, 
SOLIDWORKS, Lab VIEW and etc. that are for different types of study. AN SYS, CA TIA and 
SOLIDWORKS are famous among mechanical engineers as they are usually used for precise 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) as well as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). But 
normally these kind of software have high system requirement as to comply with their fine 
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